This collection features 17 organ- or system-specific texts from Amirsys, Inc. - a world-renowned source of healthcare information solutions in radiology, pathology, and anatomy - that are available on the Ovid platform and that have been recommended by medical librarians and medical content specialists with Doody's Review Service™, a medical book quality assessment service.

This comprehensive collection is a great way for medical libraries—especially institutions with limited budgets—to quickly expand their e-resource collection with some of the most highly regarded books in pathology.

Each title has been given a 3-, 4-, or 5 Doody's Star Rating®, signifying exceptional quality. The Doody’s Star Rating® correlates to a numerical score derived from a questionnaire completed by the reviewer in the course of assessing the title. (Five stars is the highest rating a book can receive.) The rating system helps ensure that each review is as fair and as objective as possible.

Each title is ideal for specialists as well as sub- and non-specialists and offers an easy-to-read, organ- or system-specific combination of diagnosis, annotated images, and clinical commentary by leaders in their field. Readers will gain critical clinical perspectives on diagnostic images.
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What’s Included
Diagnostic Ophthalmology
Diagnostic Pathology: Breast
Diagnostic Pathology: Endocrine
Diagnostic Pathology: Gastrointestinal
Diagnostic Pathology: Genitourinary
Diagnostic Pathology: Head and Neck
Diagnostic Pathology: Infectious Diseases
Diagnostic Pathology: Kidney Diseases
Diagnostic Pathology: Lymph Nodes and Spleen with Extranodal Lymphomas
Diagnostic Pathology: Molecular Oncology
Diagnostic Pathology: Neoplastic Dermatopathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Neuropathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Nonneoplastic Dermatopathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Pediatric Neoplasms
Diagnostic Pathology: Placenta
Diagnostic Pathology: Soft Tissue Tumors
Diagnostic Pathology: Vascular